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Abstract
Today, the techniques based on the phenomenon of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has been
finding many interesting applications. Although not fully understood yet, prevailing explanation takes account
of electromagnetic and chemical contributions to Raman scattering "amplification", with the enhancement
factor spanning several orders of magnitude, when molecules under investigation are adsorbed on metal
nanoparticles or more complex nanostructured metal surfaces (called SERS-active substrates). Two main
requirements for high-quality SERS substrates include large enhancement factors (mainly in small regions
called hot spots) and homogeneity of substrates. Concerning possible morphology and design of SERS
structures, there are several design strategies available, with the experimental technique, based on selfassembly approaches, belonging to the most progressive ones. Also, apart from low cost and possibility to
create large surfaces, this technique additionally provides another important issue, the morphology-based
tunability of optical properties of these substrates. Recently, in our department, the experimental techniques
and preparation procedures based on the bottom-up approach using self-assembly technique have been
mastered and successfully applied to periodic SERS substrate preparation. In this way, series of various
reproducible periodic arrays of semishells, nanobowls, and other types of substrates have been prepared,
characterized, and tested under SERS measurements in recent years. These structures are indeed one of
good candidates for "best" SERS-active substrates. Concerning the complexity and rich physics of such
structures, advanced numerical electromagnetic techniques are required for reliable numerical studies and
predictions of structural behavior. Such detailed simulations, helping to understand the undergoing physics,
have not mostly been available yet. Hence, in this contribution, we present our recent studies on the
electromagnetic modeling of two promising types of advanced SERS substrates with the rigorous 3D finite
difference time domain (FDTD) technique.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, spectroscopy technique based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has found, as a
promising and versatile method, many potential applications [1,2]. Since the cross-sections of standard
Raman scattering processes are extremely weak, such enhancement mechanism (by several orders of
magnitude) is indeed needful. SERS-active substrates, i.e. substrates with noble metal nanostructures
distributed in close proximity of studied compounds, have undergone enormous progress in last couple of
years. Thus, although the detailed principles of SERS functioning still remain not completely understood [2],
the SERS-based analytical technique, using SERS-active substrates, appears a versatile tool in chemical
and biomedical sensing [3], with several crucial advantages, such as low detection limits, fast procedure,
possibility of non-destructive in-situ analysis with structural information of the analyte, etc. For such
substrates, advanced plasmonic nanostructures (see, e.g. [4-8]) are fruitfully employed. Among them,
structures belonging either to the family of plasmonic shells and semishells [8-13] or to triangular structures
[14-15] have appeared as the most efficient and perspective ones. However, in contrast to extensive
experimental activities in this area, including the successful development and mastering of efficient
preparation techniques for both types of structures in our laboratory [16-18], there is still lack of reliable and
thorough simulation activities, with only few exceptions (e.g. [19]). Clearly, there is an urge for such
theoretical analysis, with respect to both description of the behavior, as well as prediction of new substrate
arrangements. This is also the attempt of this paper. Apart from global characteristics (cross sections and
reflection / transmission spectral dependences), as a proper characteristic of the amplification of the field in
the vicinity of a localized plasmonic nanostructure, we have also opted for the enhancement factor (EF),
defined as the properly normalized forth power of the local electromagnetic field [2].
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Fig. 1: Schematic of gold semishell and triangular structures considered in simulations: a) a fully
covered nanoshell structure with an air core; b) a semishell with parallel opening; c) a semishell with conical
opening; d) example of periodic two-dimensional close-packed array of semishells; e) array of triangular
structures; f) detail of an isolated triangle structure. In both cases, the arrangement with hexagonal symmetry
is considered, with indication of the simulation cell and coordinate system.
2.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the computer numerical modeling results, obtained with the three-dimensional
finite difference time domain algorithm (FDTD Solutions, from Lumerical Solutions [20]), of the
electromagnetic response of our structures of interest. Two types of structures were studied: (1) gold
semishells, in both isolated and periodic arrangements (Fig.1b) - d)), and (2) gold triangular structures
(Fig.1e) and f)), in direct resemblance with prepared structures. As the permittivity of gold, the data taken
from Johnson and Christy were used [21]. Concerning the semishells, first, isolated structures were
numerically examined, in terms of the corresponding extinction cross sections (and thus absorption and
scattering cross sections), together with the electromagnetic field profile distributions, presented in the form
of the corresponding enhancement factor. Next, the analysis of a periodic two-dimensional close-packed
array with hexagonal arrangement (see Fig.1d) was considered. In our simulations, we have applied the
following parameters: diameter of Au semishells Rout = 100 nm, thickness d of Au walls (i.e. the difference
between d = Rout - Rin, see Fig.1b) 20 nm. As a tuning parameter, the height h (measured from the center,
see Fig.1b) of a semishell was changed appropriately. Although not presented in the paper, due to space
limitations, we have changed the diameter and wall thickness, too. With FDTD calculations, after testing, we
have chosen the resolution in the computational domain well below 1 nm resolution, to ensure proper
convergence of the results. For isolated structures, total field / scattered field technique was used, in
combination with perfectly matched layers (PML), as proper boundary conditions, applied to all sides of a
computational window, whereas for periodic structures, periodic boundary conditions were applied for the
vertical walls and PML to horizontal ones.
For isolated semishell structures (located in air environment, with no substrate) with parallel opening (see
Fig.1b)), the extinction, absorption, and scattering cross section spectral dependences are shown in Fig.3,
for several heights h and angles as parameters, for the input field polarization chosen along x axis
(perpendicular incidence). It should be noted that this choice of polarization is only technical, due to
rotational symmetry of the isolated structure. As can be seen in Fig. 3, both types of structures perform
similarly well, with distinct extinction peaks. Two distinct plasmon resonances are clearly visible due to a
reduced symmetry of a structure, axial mode and transverse mode.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Fig. 3: Extinction, absorption, and scattering cross sections of an isolated gold semishell with
parallel (Fig. 1b) and conical (Fig.1c) opening: a) h = 20 nm; b) semishell with h = 0 nm (halfshell); c)
semishell with h = -20 nm; d)  = 90 deg; e)  = 120 deg. Structure diameter Rout = 100 nm, d = 20 nm, input
field polarization along x axis, h and are given in Fig.1b).
Next, we have concentrated on the detailed analysis of the field enhancement factor, imaged in the zx plane;
see Fig.4 (note the log scale used). Here, the same h parameters, as in Fig.3, were selected, and the EF
was plotted for the wavelengths corresponding to the extinction maxima (Fig.4b), d), f), h) and j)). However, it
has turned out that the maxima of the EF do not directly correspond to the extremes of the extinction cross
sections. Thus, we have also added the EF plots for such wavelengths where they are maximized (Fig.4a),
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c), e), g) and i)). In figures, localized maxima of the EF are clearly seen (red color, located at either inner or
both sides of the semishell walls, depending on the particular choice of h), corresponding to hot spots of the
SERS maximum enhancement, due to the parallel orientation of the input polarization and the zx plane. As
can be seen, the maximum EF (as high as 105) is achievable for all choices of structure heights with
corresponding wavelengths (see Fig.4a),c),e),h). This reflects a rather good flexibility in the design, with
respect to practical realization technique.
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Fig. 4: Field enhancement factors (EF) in zx plane for the gold semishell structure from Fig.1b) (Rout = 100
nm, d = 20 nm, log scale): a) semishell with h = 20 nm ( = 710 nm – EF maximum); b) h = 20 nm ( = 589
nm – extinction maximum); c) h = 10 nm ( = 726 nm – EF); d) h = 10 nm ( = 589 nm – extinction); e) h = 0
nm ( = 762 nm – EF); f) h = 0 nm ( = 585 nm – extinction); g) h = -10 nm ( = 722 nm – EF); h) h = -10 nm
( = 585 nm – extinction); i) h = -20 nm ( = 718 nm – EF); and j) h = -20 nm ( = 581 nm – extinction); input
x polarization.
Such hot spots in the EF are, however, clearly not obtained for the perpendicular cuts in zy plane; see Fig.5,
where the corresponding EF distributions are shown, with the same meaning and notation as in Fig.4. As
can be seen, in this plane, the EF distribution now does not form the localized hot spots, and is only rather
homogeneously enhanced in the inner area of the semishell.
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Fig. 5: Field enhancement factors (EF) in zy plane for the gold semishell structure from Fig.1b) (Rout = 100
nm, d = 20 nm, log scale): a) semishell with h = 20 nm ( = 714 nm – EF maximum); b) h = 20 nm ( = 589
nm – extinction maximum); c) h = 10 nm ( = 718 nm – EF); d) h = 10 nm ( = 589 nm – extinction); e) h = 0
nm ( = 714 nm – EF); f) h = 0 nm ( = 585 nm – extinction); g) h = -10 nm ( = 722 nm – EF); h) h = -10 nm
( = 585 nm – extinction); i) h = -20 nm ( = 710 nm – EF); and j) h = -20 nm ( = 581 nm – extinction); input
x polarization.
As an additional design possibility, we have taken into account different way of opening of an open semishell
structure. Instead of the parallel opening, we have also considered, inspired with preparation technique
modification, conical opening (see Fig.1c)). Thus, instead of parameter h, the angle defining the extent of
opening of a semishell is used. In this sense, corresponding results are shown in Fig.3d) and e), again for
the extinction, absorption, and scattering cross sections, for two choices of angle Similarly, Figs.6 and 7
present the distributions of the EF in zx and zy planes, respectively (with the same notation and meaning as
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previously). Again, corresponding hot spots appear in those parts of a structure close to the orientation of
the input polarization. This structural opening ensures practically the same EF.

a)
b)
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Fig. 6: Field enhancement factors (EF) in zx plane for the gold semishell structure from Fig.1c) with
conical opening (Rout = 100 nm, d = 20 nm, log scale): a) semishell with  = 90 deg ( = 795 nm – EF
maximum); b)  = 90 deg ( = 577 nm – extinction maximum); c)  = 120 deg ( = 726 nm – EF); d)  = 120
deg ( = 589 nm – extinction); e)  = 140 deg ( = 726 nm – EF); f) ) = 140 deg ( = 593 nm – extinction);
input x polarization.
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Fig. 7: Field enhancement factors (EF) in zy plane for the same gold semishell structure from Fig.1c) with
conical opening: a) semishell with  = 90 deg ( = 706 nm – EF maximum); b)  = 90 deg ( = 577 nm –
extinction maximum); c)  = 120 deg ( = 722 nm – EF); d)  = 120 deg ( = 589 nm – extinction); e)  = 140
deg ( = 722 nm – EF); f) ) = 140 deg ( = 593 nm – extinction); input x polarization.
So far, the isolated structures were considered without any substrate, however, in a realistic situation, the
substrate supporting semishells must be considered, typically made from silicon. It has turned out that the
presence of such a silicon substrate, mounted with a single semishell structure, made field to concentrate
not only on top edges of a semishell (as previously), but also close to the contact area with the substrate,
thus slightly lowering the overall EF, as expected.
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Fig. 8: Field enhancement factors (EF) in zx plane. Periodic array of closely packed semishells with
parallel opening from Fig.1d) (individual shell diameter Rout = 100 nm, d = 20 nm, log scale), input field
polarization along x ( a), b), c), g), h), and i)) and y axis ( d), e), f), j), k), and l)), with h = 10 nm ( a), b), c), d),
e), and f)) and h = 0 nm ( g), h), i), j), k), and l)): a)  = 906 nm – EF maximum; b)  = 685 nm – reflectivity R
maximum; c)  = 807 nm – transmission T maximum; d)  = 897 nm – EF maximum; e)  = 676 nm – R
maximum; g)  = 793 nm – T maximum; g)  = 911 nm – EF maximum; h)  = 695 nm – R maximum; i)  =
878 nm – T maximum; j)  = 901 nm – EF maximum; k)  = 685 nm – R maximum; l)  = 864 nm – T
maximum.
Next, out attention was given to arrays of semishell structures with hexagonal periodic arrangement (see
Fig.1d)). In this case, the structure was considered already with Si substrate, in accordance with the realistic
design. Based on the spectral behavior of reflection and transmission, we have again studied the
corresponding field enhancement factors for the zx and zy planes, as shown in Fig.8 and 9, respectively.
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Comparing the results of isolated and periodically arranged semishells, one can see that the strength of the
EF is only slightly lowered, as compared to previous isolated case, reaching thus the highest values as ~10 4.
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Fig. 9: Field enhancement factors (EF) in zy plane. Periodic array of closely packed semishells with
parallel opening from Fig.1d) (individual shell diameter Rout = 100 nm, d = 20 nm, log scale), input field
polarization along x ( a), b), c), g), h), and i)) and y axis ( d), e), f), j), k), and l)), with h = 10 nm ( a), b), c), d),
e), and f)) and h = 0 nm ( g), h), i), j), k), and l)): a)  = 906 nm – EF maximum; b)  = 685 nm – reflectivity R
maximum; c)  = 807 nm – transmission T maximum; d)  = 897 nm – EF maximum; e)  = 676 nm – R
maximum; g)  = 793 nm – T maximum; g)  = 911 nm – EF maximum; h)  = 695 nm – R maximum; i)  =
878 nm – T maximum; j)  = 901 nm – EF maximum; k)  = 685 nm – R maximum; l)  = 864 nm – T
maximum.
The second type of structures studied was (see Fig.1e) and f)), again inspired with the preparation
technique, mastered in our department, a periodic array of gold triangles. As is seen in Fig.1e), the diameter
of the original spheres directly determines the height (and thus size) of the gold triangle pedestal. The height
of the whole 3D triangle is thus noted with the parameter v here. An example of the results is shown in
Fig.10 where both reflection, transmission, and absorption (RTA) spectra (note the drop of transmission
below 350 nm towards zero due to a silicon substrate) as well as the EF factor (for the normal incidence,
input polarization along y axis) are presented. Again, we can see, similarly to the case of semishell
structures, also for triangles, the EF as high as 105 is achievable in close vicinity of gold triangles.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Fig. 10: Example of RTA spectrum and field enhancement (EF) factors for a gold nanotriangle
structure from Fig.1 e) on a Si substrate: a) RTA spectrum; b) triangle height v = 50 nm, xy plane; c) triangle
height v = 80 nm, xy plane; d) triangle height v = 50 nm, xz plane; e) triangle height v = 80 nm, xz plane.
Diameter of the original sphere r = 253 nm. Log scales were used for the EF plots, black lines in a) and b)
indicate the position of xz cuts, the corresponding wavelengths were tuned to EF maxima.
3.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented our new results on electromagnetic fully 3D simulations of two types of
promising gold structures, performing as efficient and reproducible SERS substrates, namely: semishell and
triangular structures. Previously, both these types of structures were experimentally prepared and
successfully tested for their SERS performance in our laboratory, showing quite favorable behavior. Based
on the FDTD electromagnetic calculations, we have thus been able to identify and describe both
corresponding extinction cross section spectral dependences (for the case of isolated structures), as well as
the spectral RTA behavior (in the case of hexagonally ordered periodic systems, not shown here, and gold
triangle systems), in close correspondence to the field EF (of the order of 105 for both structures), veryfying
also theoretically their potential for the amplification of SERS signals. Clearly, only the electromagnetic
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enhancement was taken into account here. In this way, the morphology parameters for suitable SERS
substrates could be optimized, ensuring best SERS performance. Also, it is possible to reveal, via such
simulations, the correspondence to the overall SERS performance. By our rigorous numerical studies, we
have thus partially contributed to better understanding of design strategies for advanced SERS substrates.
Such numerical studies will be beneficial, in the next stage, in a direct interconnection with our corresponding
laboratory preparation procedures and design strategies for advanced SERS substrates.
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